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Summary

In this thesis, we investigate problems of managing the arrival of ves-
sels on locks in order to increase efficiency on inland-waterways. We
explore problems in which we give advise on velocity decisions to
skippers, such that the overall fuel consumption is minimized. Lastly,
one problem considers a schedule of lock operations to minimize the
waiting time of streams of periodic arrival of vessels.

In the first paper provides an introduction, motivation and a litera-
ture review. In the second chapter, we consider a river with a single
lock and put the lock management into a game theoretic setting. That
is, we consider skippers as agents that try to attain the best outcome
for themselves while disregarding the outcome of other skippers. We
show that this selfish behavior may lead to situations that are not sta-
ble, meaning that skippers may keep deviating their velocity to achieve
a better outcome. Next, we introduce supervision methods of the lock
operator that guarantee stability, but the aggregated fuel consumption
can be high. Finally, we propose a payment mechanism, guaranteeing
a stable situation while keeping the aggregated fuel consumption at a
minimum.

In the next chapter, we assume that vessels arrive in periodic streams at
the lock. This means that, in each stream, the time between the arrivals
of two vessels is the same. The aim is to construct a schedule of lock
operations, such that the average waiting time over a long period of
time is small. For a small instance of only two streams, we provide a
method that computes an optimal schedule instantly. For the general
problem, we provide a method to compute the optimal schedule that is
relatively slow. However, we propose an alternative method that gives
a part of the schedule in a short time.

In the third chapter, we consider an entire fleet of vessels in a setup
with multiple locks on river crossings. We propose a heuristic, which
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Summary

is a method that quickly constructs a schedule without any guarantee
of the gap to the optimal solution. With numerical experiments, we
show that an optimal solution solver is not applicable on instance that
are comparable to a real-world problem. The numerical experiments
provide relevant managerial insights that can support decision making
in lock scheduling.

In the final chapter, we consider a waterway with a single lock. We
assume that there is uncertainty in the time that vessels requires to get
processed through the lock. We show how to find a close-to-optimal
strategy for a skipper. Furthermore, we propose a method to compute
a simple strategy instantly in short computation time. Lastly, we pro-
vide numerical experiments that emphasize the advantages and disad-
vantages between the two methods.
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